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Abstract
In medical applications it is very important for a physician to be informed of patient situation as soon as
possible especially in emergency circumstances. Therefore all efficient agents in patient health must be fast even
medical algorithms such as clustering ones. Among clustering methods Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) clustering has
been frequently used for segmentation of medical images. In this paper an optimized method is presented to
decrease execution time of standard FCM. Applying the new method simultaneously decreases convergence
time and iteration numbers of FCM. Experimental results show that the proposed Fast FCM (FFCM) spend
moderately half time of standard FCM and number of its iterations is decreased significantly; Quantitative
assessment using conventional fuzzy validation functions shows similar performances of FCM and FFCM.
Keywords: Segmentation, MRI, Fast FCM.

1. Introduction
Image segmentation is a technique to label pixels/voxels and categorizes the image into separate sections,
each section with uniformity in gray levels. Medical image segmentation extracts tissue borders in medical
images. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a medical imaging modality and an important tool in the
evaluation of brain diseases. Segmentation of MR images has many applications in medicine such as [1-6]:
 Identification of tissue anatomy
 Pre-and-post surgical Evaluation
 Detection of abnormal tissues such as tumors and pathological lesions
 Investigation of nervous system diseases such as MS and Alzheimer
 Evaluation of arteriosclerosis disease
 Detection of left and right ventricles
 Breast cancer detection
 Diagnosis of seizures
 Diagnosis of immune system weakness
MR image segmentation methods are commonly based on statistical or structural properties of medical
images [7]. In statistical based methods, the statistical features are extracted from different models and functions
such as the probability distribution function of the image intensities. Statistical methods segment an image by
estimation of intensity distribution and assign the class labels to their corresponding pixels. They can either be
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parametric or nonparametric. Both are widely used in segmentation of brain MR images such as Markov random
model (MRF) and Bayesian network classifiers [8, 9]. In structural based methods the spatial characteristics of
the image like edge and region are applied. Segmentation with structural characteristics includes several groups:
Pixel based methods, for instance thresholding, k-means or fuzzy c-means clustering [10, 11]; Edge based
methods, such as active contours or common edge detections like prewitt, sobel & canny[1, 7]; Region-based
methods, such as region growing techniques[1, 7]. Segmentation using fuzzy techniques, especially FCM has
been widely used in medical images [12, 13]. FCM is capable to reserve more information about the original
image compared with other approaches because of its fuzziness[14]. However, in medical image processing
specifically in emergency situations doesn’t have requisite convergence speed so patient health encounter with
danger. In this paper a fast FCM algorithm is presented with a novel rule to update cluster centers in each
iteration step. FFCM decreases computation time and iteration number of FCM. However, significantly
preserves its quality.
The rest of this paper is as follows: In Section 2.1 the conventional FCM is reviewed. Section 2.2 presents
Fast FCM algorithm. Fuzzy validation functions are expressed in section 3. Results and discussion are presented
in Section 4 and conclusions of this paper are summarized in Section 5.

2. Method
2.1.

Standard FCM
The c-means families are well developed group of batch clustering types because they are “least square”
models. Each cluster consists of one or more common characteristics depending on the dimension of input data.
FCM assigns fuzzy memberships to each element of dataset instead of hard membership, developed in 1970s
[15]. Therefore in FCM each data point is belongs to multiple clusters with different membership values. Let
X   x1 , x2 ,..., xn  denote an input vector with n pixels which should be partitioned into c clusters (2≤ c≤n) and xj

is feature value. FCM is an iterative optimization procedure which minimizes the following cost function [16]:
(1)
,
Where n is data point numbers, m is the fuzzy fitness grade, uij is the membership of pixel xj in the i-th
cluster, vi is the centroid of i-th cluster, and ‖. ‖ is Euclidean norm. Membership function uij satisfies the
following constraints:
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Since the cost function must be minimized, pixels which are close to their clusters center should have high
membership values and low membership values are assigned to pixels which are far from cluster center. In the
other hand, the maximum distance between the cluster centroids leads to the optimum clustering. Membership
function and cluster centers are updated by the following equations:
1
(3)
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Starting with an initial value for each cluster center, the FCM will be converged to a solution for vi that
representing the local minima or a saddle point of the cost function[16]. Convergence rate can be determined by
comparing the differences between the membership function or cluster centers in two successive iterations.
2.2.

Fast FCM: FFCM
As mentioned above in medical applications it is necessary to use high speed algorithms such as clustering
ones. FCM assigns c membership grades to every pixel. However, updating membership matrix with c × n
member is a time consuming procedure. In FCM, centroids are updated by fuzzy memberships which need much
time. To reduce time and amount of computations in FCM, a hard membership can be assigned to pixels for
updating cluster centers in each iteration step. However, segmentation will be a fuzzy procedure. By applying
hard membership the new algorithm to update centroids is proposed as following:
Step1: For p-dimensional input data, rearrange uij to d1×d2 matrix; where d1, d2 are input dimensions.
*

Step2: Set new fuzzy membership as u ij and label matrix as L  {L1 , L2 ,...Lc } ; where Lk is label matrix of
k-th cluster in current iteration.
Step3: Set all data points which are correspond to Lk label matrix as Ik.
Step4: Define I k  I1k , I 2k ,..., I nck k for k-th cluster, where nck is the number of data points in k-th cluster.

Step5: Update centroid of k-th cluster by equation 5:
(5)

nck

vk* 

 I jk
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The new fuzzy membership and cost function can be calculated by the following equations:
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The proposed FFCM algorithm can be summarized as following:
Step 1: Select the number of clusters(c) and fuzziness value (m=2), initialize ∗ 0 by small values.
Step 2: Update the new membership matrix U* by Eq.(6).
Step 3: Update cluster center matrix ∗ by Eq. 5 .
Step 4: Repeat steps 2–3 until vi( t 1)  vi(t )   , where ε is a small positive constant.

3. Validity Functions
Mostly two types of validity functions are used to evaluate the performance of clustering: fuzzy partition
and geometric structure. Partition coefficient Vpc and partition entropy Vpe are fuzzy partition functions and
defined as following [17, 18]:
∑

∑

(8)
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1

∑

((9)

The bestt clustering iss achieved wh
hen the Vpc iss close to maaximum valuee (one) or Vpee is close to m
minimum
value (zero). However, fu
uzzy partition
n functions caan only meassure the fuzzyy partition annd don’t havee a direct
access to feaature vector. In validity functions
fu
baseed on the geeometric struccture sampless within one partition
should be com
mpact and saamples betweeen different clusters
c
shouldd be separate for an improoved optimizaation[19].
To quantify the
t ratio of total variation within
w
clusterrs, Vfs and Vxbb are proposedd and definedd as followingg [17-19]:
‖

∑

(111)

∑
∗

And vi≠ vk

(110)

̅‖

,

‖

‖

Minimizzed Vfs or Vxb lead
l
to optimal clustering.

4. Resultt and discusssion
To veriffy the effectiv
veness of thee proposed FF
FCM in com
mparison withh FCM they aare evaluatedd on both
synthetic and
d real clinicaal MR imagess. In the simu
ulations imagges were corrrupted by addditive Gaussiian noise
therefore they segmented by FCM and
d FFCM algo
orithms. Fuzzyy and hard cllustering resuults of segmeented MR
images by FC
CM and FFCM are represeented in contiinue. An impportant point iis that time consumed by FFCM is
less than FC
CM in variou
us real and synthetic im
mages. On thhe other hannd number off iterations hhas been
significantly decreased by
y the proposed
d FFCM techn
nique.
Since T1
1 weighted MR
M images usse the longitu
udinal componnent of magnnetic resonancce imaging, thhey have
high contrastt and resoluttion thereforee, they are proper
p
for im
mage segmenttation. Fig. 1(a) is a syntthetic T1
weighted imaage[16], whicch is corrupted by additivee Gaussian nooise (   0.0022 ) in Fig. 1(bb). The gray llevels are
50 (UL), 100
0 (UR), 150 (L
LL), and 200 (LR) in the T1
T weighted iimage. Each ggray level reppresents a liviing tissue
on MR images and at the end of the sim
mulations mu
ust be specifieed as separatee clusters. Ass seen in Fig. 1(c)-(d),
FCM and FFCM algorithm
ms lead to sim
milar results in
n the presencee of noise.

Fig. 1: (a) Simulated T1
T image, (b) co
orrupted by Ga
aussian noise; seegmentation ressults by (c) FCM
M and (d) FFCM
M.

Fig. 2 (aa) shows a sim
mulated T1 weeighted brain MR image coorrupted by G
Gaussian noise (m=0,   00.0001 ).
Segmentation
n results usin
ng FCM and FFCM are sh
hown in Fig.. 2 (b) and (cc) respectivelly. Image bacckground
(BGND) and
d brain tissuess, including white
w
matter (WM),
(
gray m
matter (GM),, and the cereebrospinal fluuid (CSF)
were segmen
nted with relattively similar accuracy.
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Fig. 2: (a) simulated brain
n MR image co
orrupted by Gau
ussian noise; seegmentation ressults by (b) FCM
M, (c) FFCM.

In Fig. 3 results of hard clusterin
ng by FCM and FFCM are depicted and in Fig. 4 fuzzy mem
mbership
functions for four clusters BGND, WM
M, GM and CS
SF are portrayyed.

n
Fig. 3: Hard clustering on simulated MR im
mage; 1st and 2nd
rows are resu
ult of FCM and
d FFCM respecttively; Columnss
from left
ft to right are BG
GND, CSF, GM
M and WM.

Fig. 4: Fuzzzy membership functions for siimulated T1 weeighted MR imaage; 1st and 2ndd rows are resu
ult of FCM and
r
collumns from leftt to right are BG
GND, CSF, GM
M and WM.
FFCM respectively;
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Fig. 5: (a) Real T1 weighted MR
M image, segm
mented image reesulted from (b)) FCM, (c) FFC
CM.

Performaances of FCM
M and FFCM
M on real braiin MR imagees are depicteed in Fig.5. T
To scrutinize in Fig. 6
results of harrd clustering by FCM and
d FFCM are depicted;
d
andd in Fig. 7 fuzzzy membership functionss for four
clusters BGN
ND, WM, GM
M and CSF aree portrayed.

Fig. 6: Hard
d clustering for real T1 weighteed MR image; 1st and 2nd rowss are results of F
FCM and FFCM
M respectively;
Colu
umns from left to
t right are BG
GND, WM, GM and CSF respeectively.

Fig. 7: Fuzzzy membership functions for reeal T1 weighted
d MR image; 1sst and 2nd rows aare result of FC
CM and FFCM
f
left to righ
ht BGND, WM,, GM and CSF are shown.
respectively; columns from
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Qualitatiive compariso
on between FCM and FFC
CM from Fig.11to Fig.7 conffirm that bothh algorithms F
FCM and
FFCM segm
ment brain MR
M images with similarr accuracy. Furthermore Table 1 reepresents quaantitative
comparison of
o FCM and FFCM by thee fuzzy validity functions.. In most casses, the validiity functions based on
the fuzzy paartition have high similarrity in the FCM
F
and FF
FCM algorithhms and diffferences betw
ween two
techniques arre insignifican
nt.
Ta
able 1: Clusterin
ng results of thrree images usin g FCM and FF
FCM techniquees.
vallidator
Images
FCM
FFCM

Vpc

Vpe

Vxb

Vfss ×(‐106)

simullated 4 level MR
RI (σ=0.002)

0.858

0.858

Simulated brain MRI (σ=0.0001)

0.905

0.904

Real MRI

0.867

0.863

simullated 4 level MR
RI (σ=0.002)

0.126

0.126

Simulated brain MRI (σ=0.0001)

0.083

0.084

Real MRI

0.109

0.115

simullated 4 level MR
RI (σ=0.002)

0.037

0.039

simullated MRI (σ=0.0
0001)

0.027

0.028

Real MRI(0.001)

0.069

0.073

simullated 4 level MR
RI (σ=0.002)

169

162

Simulated brain MRI (σ=0.001)

140

138

Real MRI

195

189

Nevertheeless executio
on time and number
n
of iterrations in FC
CM and FFCM
M are differennt. For both F
FCM and
FFCM techn
niques simulaations repeateed ten times on each imaage, with sam
me initial cluster centers +
+selected
randomly. In
n all simulatio
ons FCM spen
nt more time than FFCM also iterationn numbers of FFCM were less than
FCM. In Fig..8 simulation time and num
mber of iteratiion steps are sshown.

tiime
80

iteerations
FCM

FFCM

60
40
20

FFCM

60

64.5

FFCM
46

40
20.87
11.31

29.1
17.5

25.2
20

15

21
9

13

19

0

0
simulated 4
level MRI

simulated MRI

ssimulated 4
level MRI

Real MRI

ssimulated MRI

Real MRI

Fig. 8: Simulation
S
timee and number of iterations to convergence
c
of F
FCM and FFCM
M for various M
MR images

5. Conclu
usion
Segmenttation of meedical imagess using fuzzzy clustering has many aapplications. FCM is a common
unsupervised
d clustering method
m
to seegmentation of medical images. FCM
M is not fasst enough in medical
applications particularly
p
in
n emergency situations. Th
his paper pressented a Fast FCM techniqque with a neew rule to
update clusteer centers in each iteration
n step. Propo
osed FFCM reeduced the coomputationall amount of F
FCM and
7
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segmented brain MR images relatively with the same quality of the FCM. FFCM reduced execution time and
iteration number in comparison with FCM. Quantitative assessment of FCM and FFCM techniques was
evaluated by common fuzzy validation functions.
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